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Modern Mandarin Chinese Grammar Workbook is a book of exercises and language tasks for all learners of Mandarin Chinese.
Divided into two sections, the Workbook initially provides exercises based on essential grammatical structures, and moves on to
practice everyday functions such as making introductions, apologizing and expressing needs. With an extensive answer key at the
back to enable students to check on their progress, main features include: exercises at various levels of challenge for a broad
range of learners cross-referencing to the related Modern Mandarin Chinese Grammar a comprehensive index to exercises
alphabetically arranged in terms of structures, functions, and key Chinese structure vocabulary. This second edition also offers a
revised and expanded selection of exercises including new task-based exercises. Modern Mandarin Chinese Grammar Workbook
is ideal for all learners of Mandarin Chinese, from beginner to intermediate and advanced students. It can be used both
independently and alongside the Modern Mandarin Chinese Grammar (978-0-415-82714-0), which is also published by Routledge.
Intermediate JapaneseA Grammar and Workbook
"The Japanese language uses a set of symbols called 'hiragana' (to spell Japanese words), 'katakana' (to spell foreign words), and
'kanji' (to represent entire words or names). Over the course of BOOK 1, we will teach you groups of hiragana piece-by-piece to
gradually build up your understanding and familiarity."--Introduction.
A new course in business Japanese from the authors of the bestselling Japanese for Busy People series. The Association for
Japanese-Language Teaching (AJALT), renowned for its Japanese for Busy People series, has developed a comprehensive
course for students who need to use Japanese in a business environment. Japanese for Professionals is a serious and detailed
manual of the language of trade, commerce, and government, aimed at intermediate students who work with Japanese on a daily
basis. Thirteen lessons introduce common business situations—first-time meetings, directing subordinates client negotiations with
key sentences, and a dialogue to illustrate how Japanese is used in a business context. Precise definitions for all new vocabulary
and lucid explanations of grammar, idioms, and cultural differences provide the reader with powerful communication tools for the
office. Exercises and quizzes have been included to help students check their progress, and four lessons have been set aside for
review. Busy professionals will find the bilingual glossaries a useful reference even after completing all the lessons in this clear
and extremely helpful textbook. FEATURES: • Emphasis on how to communicate with Japanese colleagues and clients • All
elements of working Japanese, from using the telephone to directing subordinates, presented in thirteen systematic and fully
structured lessons • Focuses on authentic spoken Japanese through dialogues based on real-life business situations • 165
Essential Expressions classified into 50 business functions that can be used by all busy professionals • Detailed analysis in
English of all phrases and expressions introduced in this text • Challenging exercises and quizzes that actually reinforce language
acquisition • Four special chapters for comprehensive review and further practice • Three special chapters provide important
background information about common Japanese business practices • Equally effective as part of a college course or for learners
studying without formal tuition • Furigana (phonetic superscripts) added to all difficult kanji and two full bilingual glossaries
Twenty Four Eyes is a deeply pacifist Japanese novel based on the perversion and inhumanity of modern war. Set on
Shodoshima, a small island in the Inland Sea, and covering a twenty–year period embracing prewar, war–time, and early postwar
Japan, it centers on the relationship between a primary school teacher, Miss Oishi, and the twelve island children (the twenty–four
eyes of the title) in her first class. In the course of the novel, Miss Oishi faces problems of acceptance by the children and their
parents, then ideological criticism from the educational authorities, then wartime privations and losses in her family and among her
pupils. The book concludes with a tearful graduation reunion between the bereaved teacher and her original pupils, whose ranks
are sadly depleted by the suffering of the past decade. Differences of class, gender and political opinion are finally rendered less
important than a common experience of suffering. Twenty Four Eyes first published in Japanese as Nijushi no Hitomi in 1952,
immediately became a bestseller. It was made into a film two years later by Keisuke Kinoshita, a leading director, winning Best
Film of the year. In 1987, it was filmed for a second time.
"A remarkable and sorely needed synthesis of the best of traditional historiographical documentation and critically astute analysis
and contextualization. Cartographies complements and, frankly, exceeds any of the English language monographs on similar
topics that precede it, and it represents significant contributions to several fields outside of East Asian history, including literature,
gender studies, lesbian and gay studies, and cultural studies."—Earl Jackson Jr., author of Strategies of Deviance: Studies in Gay
male Representation and Fantastic Living: The Speculative Autobiographies of Samuel R. Delany
Essential grammar reference and practice for anyone using English in a business context. Grammar for Business is a must-have
for intermediate business students and anyone using English in the workplace. It provides clear explanations and authentic
practice of the most essential language used in business English. Designed to help you improve your communication skills in real
business situations, it includes a unique focus on spoken as well as written grammar, and practical tips on areas such as
organising presentations, negotiating and giving your opinion. Ideal for classroom use and self study.
Each of the four levels comprises about 80 hours of class work, with additional time for the self-study work. The Teacher's Book
contains all the pages from the Classroom Book, with interleaved teaching notes including optional activities to cater for different
abilities. There is a video to accompany the Beginner, Pre-intermediate and Intermediate levels. Each video contains eight
stimulating and entertaining short programmes, as well as a booklet of photocopiable activities. Free test material is available in
booklet and web format for Beginner and Pre-intermediate levels. Visit www.cambridge.org/elt/liu or contact your local Cambridge
University Press representative.

The Modern Japanese Grammar Workbook is an innovative book of exercises and language tasks for all learners of
Japanese. The book is divided into two parts: Section A provides exercises based on essential grammatical structures
Section B practises everyday functions (e.g. making introductions, apologizing, expressing needs). All sentences are
written both in Romanization and in the Japanese script and a comprehensive answer key at the back enables the
learner to check on their progress. Key features of the book include: Exercises graded on a 3-point scale according to
their level of difficulty Cross-referencing to the related Modern Japanese Grammar Topical exercises drawn from realistic
scenarios to help learners develop their vocabulary and practical communication skills Opportunities to practise both
written and spoken Japanese. Modern Japanese Grammar Workbook is an ideal practice tool for learners of Japanese at
all levels. No prior knowledge of grammatical terminology is assumed and it can be used both independently and
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alongside the Modern Japanese Grammar (ISBN 978-0-415-57201-9), which is also published by Routledge.
Learning Hiragana and Katakana is a systematic and comprehensive Japanese workbook that is perfect for self study or
in a classroom setting. Written Japanese combines three different types of characters: the Chinese characters known as
kanji, and two Japanese sets of phonetic letters, hiragana and katakana, known collectively as kana, that must be
mastered before the Japanese kanji can be learned. Learning Japanese Hiragana and Katakana provides beginninglevel students of Japanese a thorough grounding in the basic hiragana and katakana phonetic symbols or syllabaries. A
comprehensive introduction presents their basic function, origin, pronunciation and usage. The main body of the book is
devoted to presenting the 92 hira and kata characters along with their variations, giving step-by-step guidelines on how to
write each character neatly in the correct stroke order, with plentiful practice spaces provided for handwriting practice.
This Japanese workbook includes: Systematic and comprehensive coverage of the two Japanese kana systems. Ample
provision for Japanese kana practice, review, and self-testing at several levels Detailed reference section explaining the
origin and function of kana, and the various kana combinations. Access to online Japanese audio files to aid in correct
pronunciation. Helpful additional information for language students accustomed to romanized Japanese. Vocabulary
selected for usefulness and cultural relevance. About this new edition: The new third edition has been expanded and
revised to include many additional reading and writing exercises. Accompanying online recordings demonstrate the
correct pronunciation of all the characters, vocabulary, and sentences in the book.
This book is an entry-level Japanese textbook comprising 10 lessons. It aims to teach the four basic skills of listening,
speaking, reading and writing to students at university and other tertiary institutions, but will be found useful by anyone
interested in learning the language. Pictorial illustrations bring each language pattern to life and easy-to-follow grammar
language skills. Other features include lively conversation texts, numerous role-playing and other activities, listening
practice, Japanese cultural notes, kanji reading and writing, and comprehensive grammar exercises.
This three-volume textbook stresses Japanese as it is spoken today in Japan. Jordan has introduced the language in a
totally systematic fashion and in manageable segments, so that students who have mastered the material in the book
can handle the spoken language with considerable facility.
This is complete Japanese textbook and learning package for intermediate level students. In the intermediate level of this
highly-acclaimed new series, learners will continue to study Japanese through an engaging story line which slowly
unfolds over the arc of the text, keeping things interesting and adding the motivation needed to master new material. This
story–based approach is a great way to learn Japanese. The emphasis in Intermediate Japanese is on real-life situations
drawn from contemporary Japanese culture and authentic written, visual and oral materials embedded in the lessons.
Available in both hardcover and paperback, Intermediate Japanese includes an accompanying audio disc, and free webbased multimedia resources with additional exercises. A separate Workbook is available with corresponding one-of-akind practice activities. Key features of this program: The focus is very visual. The book's narrative is told with mangastyle story pages, and the CD–ROM uses colorful video. Authentic written, visual, and oral materials are embedded very
naturally throughout the book. Independent learners and classroom students alike will find this an accessible and upbeat
way to master contemporary Japanese. Kanji characters are emphasized here more than in other textbooks and are
taught as an integral part of learning Japanese spoken vocabulary, rather than separately. By the end of this book,
learners will have mastered 149 additional kanji, for a cumulative total of 300 kanji. The CD–ROM includes Native
Japanese language speakers. Pronunciation guides for all new words. Accompanying dialogues. The Beginning
Japanese Website includes: Online games and activities. Additional information and updates. Downloadable Hiragana
Practice Book, Katakana Practice Book, kana practice sheets. Downloadable kanji and kana flash cards. Beginning
Japanese is the second volume in a 3-level series. Deepen your learning with the Intermediate Japanese Workbook, a
volume of drills and exercises that reinforce the lessons in the textbook.
The highly acclaimed and successful approach of Language in Use continues from the Beginner and contains the same
supportive approach for learners.
This material for advanced learners provides an accessible combination of pronunciation theory and practice. The Audio
Cassettes contain clear pronunciation models and material to improve listening comprehension for Advanced learners
both in the language classroom and when studying on their own.
Intermediate Japanese is designed for learners who have achieved a basic proficiency and wish to progress to more
complex language. Each unit combines clear, concise grammar explanations with examples and exercises to help build
confidence and fluency. The book is divided into two parts. Part Oneoutlines fundamental components of Japanese
including particles, question words, verb types and tense while Part Two builds on this foundation by introducing
grammatical patterns organised by the task they achieve. Features include:clear, accessible formatjargon-free
explanations of grammarmany useful and culturally relevant examplesabundant exercises with full answer keydetailed
index of grammar patterns. Intermediate Japanese reviews the principal elements presented in its sister volume, Basic
Japanese, and introduces more complicated structures. Suitable for both classroom use and the independent learner, the
two books form a compendium of the essentials of Japanese grammar.
Wakatta! Workbook 2 is an essential component of the Wakatta! senior high school Japanese course. It provides students with the
opportunity t o practise and consolidate all content covered in the last six units of the Wakatta! Course Book. Each unit of the workbook
provides: practice in reading and writing Kanji individually and in cont ext reading, writing and speaking tasks on the Wakatta! topics three
levels of listening tasks (using the Wakatta! audio tapes ) puzzles, including crosswords and find-a-words gramm ar exercises targeting the
language patterns covered in the Wakatta! Cou rse Book Wakatta! Workbook 2 enables students to become co nfident and proficient in
communicating in spoken and written Japanese.
This is a complete Japanese textbook and language learning package for beginning learners. Start speaking, reading and writing Japanese
today with the most exciting new introduction to the Japanese language! Beginning Japanese follows the story of Kiara, an American
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exchange student who lives in Japan and loves to study Japanese. With the help of her Japanese friends and the time-traveling Tomo Tanuki
(raccoon dog), Kiara learns to speak, read, and write Japanese while she visits famous people and places in Japanese history. Illustrated
with manga-style comics—:a fun way to learn Japanese and written by experienced high-school Japanese teachers, this Japanese textbook
will show you how to pronounce Japanese; read and write hiragana, katakana, and 125 basic kanji; and understand conversational
Japanese. Key features of this program: An engaging storyline—including a time–travel adventure—unfolds as learners advance, adding
motivation to master the language. Authentic written, visual, and oral materials embedded naturally throughout. Kanji is taught beginning with
Chapter 1—and together with current vocabulary rather than separately. (At the end of Vol. 1 you'll know 148 kanji). Technology is used
extensively for authentic tasks. A dedicated website provides additional content and updates. Content is aligned with the ACTFL National
Standards. The CD–ROM includes: Native Japanese language speakers. Pronunciation guides. Accompanying dialogues. New word lists.
Fun songs. Listening activities and tests. Extensive printable exercises. The Beginning Japanese Website includes: Online games and
activities. Additional information and updates. Downloadable Hiragana Practice Book, Katakana Practice Book, kana practice sheets.
Downloadable kanji and kana flash cards. Beginning Japanese is the first volume in a 3-level series. Deepen your learning with the Beginning
Japanese Workbook, a volume of drills and exercises that reinforce the lessons in the textbook. If you already speak basic Japanese,
continue your learning with the second level, Intermediate Japanese. Whether you're learning Japanese for fun, preparing for a Japanese
proficiency exam, or want to achieve AP- or IB-level competency, Beginning Japanese is your key to becoming a confident Japanesespeaker.
Are you on your way towards learning Japanese and need a new challenge? We're constantly trying to improve and master new skills, and
the Japanese language is no exception. We have created the next level of Japanese stories for the students who have already surpassed the
beginner level: Intermediate Japanese Short Stories! In this book we have compiled 10 challenging, compelling and fun stories that will allow
you to expand your vocabulary and give you the tools to boost your grasp of the wonderful Japanese tongue.How Intermediate Japanese
Short Stories works:?Each chapter possesses a funny, interesting and/or thought-provoking story based on real-life situations, allowing you to
learn about the Japanese culture.?Having trouble understanding Japanese characters? No problem - despite being Intermediate Japanese,
we have still included a romanization to help guide you through your learning process, just like in the beginner stories!?The summaries follow
the story: a synopsis in Japanese and in English of what you just read, both to review the lesson and for you to see if you understood what
the tale was about. Use them if you're having trouble.?At the end of those summaries, you'll be provided with a list of the most relevant
vocabulary involved in the lesson, as well as slang and sayings that you may not have understood at first glance! Don't get lost trying to
understand or pronounce it all, either, as all of the vocabulary words are Romanized for your ease of learning!?Finally, you'll be provided with
a set of tricky questions in Japanese, allowing you the chance to prove that you learned something in the story. Don't worry if you don't know
the answer to any - we will provide them immediately after, but no cheating!We want you to feel comfortable while mastering the Japanese
tongue; after all, no language should be a barrier for you to travel around the world and expand your social circles!So look no further! Pick up
your copy of Intermediate Japanese Short Stories and level up your Japanese language learning right now!
Intermediate Japanese is designed for learners who have achieved a basic proficiency and wish to progress to more complex language. Each
unit combines clear, concise grammar explanations with examples and exercises to help build confidence and fluency. The book is divided
into two parts. Part One outlines fundamental components of Japanese including particles, question words, verb types and tense while Part
Two builds on this foundation by introducing grammatical patterns organised by the task they achieve. Features include: clear, accessible
format jargon-free explanations of grammar many useful and culturally relevant examples abundant exercises with full answer key detailed
index of grammar patterns. Intermediate Japanese reviews the principal elements presented in its sister volume, Basic Japanese, and
introduces more complicated structures. Suitable for both classroom use and the independent learner, the two books form a compendium of
the essentials of Japanese grammar.
This is a complete Japanese textbook and language learning package for beginning learners. Start speaking, reading and writing Japanese
today with the most exciting new introduction to the Japanese language! Beginning Japanese follows the story of Kiara, an American
exchange student who lives in Japan and loves to study Japanese. With the help of her Japanese friends and the time-traveling Tomo Tanuki
(raccoon dog), Kiara learns to speak, read, and write Japanese while she visits famous people and places in Japanese history. Illustrated
with manga-style comics—a fun way to learn Japanese and written by experienced high-school Japanese teachers, this Japanese textbook
will show you how to pronounce Japanese; read and write hiragana, katakana, and 125 basic kanji; and understand conversational
Japanese. Key features of this program: An engaging storyline—including a time–travel adventure—unfolds as learners advance, adding
motivation to master the language. Authentic written, visual, and oral materials embedded naturally throughout. Kanji is taught beginning with
Chapter 1—and together with current vocabulary rather than separately. (At the end of Vol. 1 you'll know 148 kanji). Technology is used
extensively for authentic tasks. A dedicated website provides additional content and updates. Content is aligned with the ACTFL National
Standards. The CD–ROM includes: Native Japanese language speakers. Pronunciation guides. Accompanying dialogues. New word lists.
Fun songs. Listening activities and tests. Extensive printable exercises. The Beginning Japanese Website includes: Online games and
activities. Additional information and updates. Downloadable Hiragana Practice Book, Katakana Practice Book, kana practice sheets.
Downloadable kanji and kana flash cards. Beginning Japanese is the first volume in a 2-level series. Deepen your learning with the Beginning
Japanese Workbook, a volume of drills and exercises that reinforce the lessons in the textbook. If you already speak basic Japanese,
continue your learning with the second level, Intermediate Japanese. Whether you're learning Japanese for fun, preparing for a Japanese
proficiency exam, or want to achieve AP- or IB-level competency, Beginning Japanese is your key to becoming a confident Japanesespeaker.
My guide to Japanese grammar has been helping people learn Japanese as it's really spoken in Japan for many years. If you find yourself
frustrated that you can't understand Japanese movies or books despite having taken Japanese classes, then this book is for you. It will help
you finally understand those pesky particles and break down grammatical concepts that will allow you to comprehend anything from simple to
very complex sentences. You will also learn Japanese that's spoken by real people including casual speech patterns and slang, stuff that's
often left out in most textbooks. Don't take my word for it, just check out my website and order this book to have it handy wherever you go.
Do you want to communicate easily and freely in Japanese? By studying and practising Japanese grammar you?ll understand how the
language really works and be able to speak Japanese with clarity and ease. This Japanese workbook offers a range of clear and effective
learning features. Maps from A1 to B1 of the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) for languages 200 activities across a
range of grammar and vocabulary points Introduces the Japanese scripts - katakana, hiragana and key kanji throughout Unique visual verb
tenses timeline and infographics for extra context Personal tutor hints and tips - help you to understand language rules and culture points
Learn to learn section offers tips and advice on how to be a good language learner 25 short learning units each contains: communication
goals to guide your studies grammar explanations with embedded exercises vocabulary presentations and activities reading sections to
consolidate your learning
Learning Japanese is hard and everyone says so. But not with this Japanese book. Whether you're a just starting out or are already familiar
with the Japanese language, this book will help you with expanding your Japanese vocabulary and improve your reading skills while having
fun. Here you have 50 entertaining and culturally interesting Japanese short stories for beginners and intermediate Japanese learners. The
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Japanese stories are written in Hiragana, Katakana, and about 250 basic Kanji characters which correspond to the advanced beginner and
low intermediate levels. The stories are followed by line-by-line English translation, which will certainly speed up the the learning process
quite a bit. This book also includes a reading guide that explains the basics of the Japanese language and its characters. You get many
practical examples on how to read the characters and you can also use this book as a language learning tool or Japanese text book to
advance with your Japanese skills at your own pace. 1. The Tokyo Fish Market 2. Buddhism in Japan 3. Lost in Tokyo 4. Teaching in Japan
5. Karaoke Japanese Style 6. Saving Face 7. Faux Pas in the Restaurant 8. Just a Couple of Drinks 9. Humour Is if You Still Laugh 10. A
Special Geisha 11. A Happy Marriage 12. Under the Lamp Post 13. Group Learning 14. I Marry My Office 15. Dialogue - Today We Have
Rabbit 16. Dialogue - Dining European Style 17. The Tourist Guide 18. Inexpensive Shopping in Japan 19. Born in Michigan 20. Easter 21.
Foreigners in Britain 22. Kindness 23. My Hobbies 24. Studying Abroad 25. A New Recipe 26. Social Media 27. Vegan Food 28. Bad Luck
29. Our Hotel 30. In the Theatre 31. Dialogue - Where is Our Cat? 32. A Special Public Swimming Pool 33. On Fridays We Go Swimming 35.
Best Friends 36. The Order 37. Food Poisoning 38. New Year's Eve in Europe 39. The Circus 40. The Car Accident 41. A Japanese in
Munich Japanese Short Stories for Intermediate Learners 42. The Polish Maid 43. Americans in Germany 44. The Treasure in the Forest 45.
The Barbecue Evening 46. How to Find a Billionaire on a Cruise Trip 47. Crowdfunding for a New Kitchen 48. A very Catholic Irish Family 49.
I Meet You in the Sauna 50. Classic Story: The Legend of Princess Kaguya There are many Japanese books out there, but this book will
entertain and help you in many ways. Start your journey of active Japanese learning TODAY!

Learn to Read Latin helps students acquire an ability to read and appreciate the great works of Latin literature as quickly as
possible. It not only presents basic Latin morphology and syntax with clear explanations and examples but also offers direct
access to unabridged passages drawn from a wide variety of Latin texts. As beginning students learn basic forms and grammar,
they also gain familiarity with patterns of Latin word order and other features of style. Learn to Read Latinis designed to be
comprehensive and requires no supplementary materialsexplains English grammar points and provides drills especially for today's
studentsoffers sections on Latin metricsincludes numerous unaltered examples of ancient Latin prose and poetryincorporates
selections by authors such as Caesar, Cicero, Sallust, Catullus, Vergil, and Ovid, presented chronologically with introductions to
each author and workoffers a comprehensive workbook that provides drills and homework assignments.This enlarged second
edition improves upon an already strong foundation by streamlining grammatical explanations, increasing the number of syntax
and morphology drills, and offering additional short and longer readings in Latin prose and poetry.
Learning Japanese is hard and everyone says so. But not with this book. Whether you're just starting out or are already familiar
with the Japanese language, this book will help you with expanding your Japanese vocabulary and improve your reading skills
while having fun. This book is a collection of 10 entertaining and culturally interesting Japanese short stories for beginners and
intermediate Japanese learners. The book also includes many unique mystery stories that will stimulate your imagination. The
stories are written in Hiragana, Katakana, and about 250 basic Kanji characters which correspond to the advanced beginner and
low intermediate levels. The stories also come with Furigana. The stories are followed by a line-by-line English translation, which
will certainly speed up the learning process quite a bit. This book also includes a reading guide that explains the basics of the
language and its characters. You get many practical examples on how to read the characters and you can also use this book as a
language learning tool or Japanese textbook to advance with your Japanese skills at your own pace. A book for Japaneselanguage practice that will improve your reading skills and will entertain yourself. Lost in Tokyo Teaching in Japan Karaoke
Japanese Style Saving Face Faux pas in the restaurant Just a couple of drinks Humor is if you still laugh A special Geisha A
happyl marriage Under the lamp post
This material is designed to enable students to learn kanji and kanji-based vocabulary indispensable to Japanese communication.
Consists of reference book, workbook one, workbook two. Suitable for self study.
Grammatical terms - Characteristics of Japanese grammar - Basic conjugations - Verbs - Connection forms of important
expressions - Numerals and counters - Compound words.
A pictorial teaching resource based on the content of Textbooks I and II of the series Genki: an integrated course in elementary
Japanese.
This companion to the bestselling Japanese: the Spoken Language begins with the two kana syllabaries and introduces
approximately 300 kanji, following the Spoken Language text les
?????????1?????????????????????CD?ROM?????????518?(??256?/???60?/??122?/????52?/??28?)?????????????????????????
????&????????????????????????????????????????????????
"A 22-volume, highly illustrated, A-Z general encyclopedia for all ages, featuring sections on how to use World Book, other
research aids, pronunciation key, a student guide to better writing, speaking, and research skills, and comprehensive index"--

This intermediate level text presents short stories and essays in modern Japanese, alongside exercises and other helpful
aids. Sura-Sura is written with the two-fold purpose of increasing proficiency in the language and affording an opportunity
to gain insights into modern Japanese culture. Lesson topics range from economics and history to politics, but even
include two well-known Japanese fairy tales. All the lessons build on a base of high frequency vocabulary but also
contain the ingredients for spirited classroom discussion, so important at the intermediate level of language learning. A
website developed by the authors accompanies the book.
Toriningu-pantsu are not training pants for babies who have not yet been toilet-trained. Toreningu-pantsu are sweat
pants. When you jump into a swimming pool you will get wet, but not necessarily uetto. Volleyball, which was invented in
the United States, is known as bareboru in Japan, but the tennis volley was the English gentleman's pride before it was
America's . A tennis volley is therefore pronounced in British style, bore, not as American bare. Oru means "all" but has a
more limited usage. Bosu is often used more negatively than English boss. Many people imagine that speakers of
English who study the Japanese language find their way eased by the profusion of "English words" the Japanese have
borrowed. Students of the language, however, often complain that borrowed words are more problematic than the older
terms in the Japanese word pool. One of the biggest problems is the lack of adequate reference materials on the terms.
Many of the existing works do little more than define the terms. This book handles the problematic areas. Here a reader
will find sample sentences, tips on usage, and warnings against easy-to-commit mistakes. There are fascinating studies
of how certain "English" terms were coined in Japan and of what led the Japanese to redefine certain common English
words. Miura examines how certain words entered Japanese, and why they became popular. He theorizes on why an
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unexpected pronunciation developed. In discussing the borrowed terms, the author draws on many linguistic scholars,
discusses prevailing beliefs on etymology and pronunciation, and uses his own considerable experience with both
English and Japanese to help the student gain control of some of the most problematic words borrowed by J apanese
from English . Each of the 850 words discussed under the text's more than 350 main headings is included in a n index for
quick reference. The detail and currency of the explanations contained in this book are unmatched by other books on the
subject. For the student hard put to use these borrowed words, this text offers real help.
As we move towards an increasingly knowledge-based economy, the ability to manage knowledge becomes a matter of
competitive survival. Whilst current literature addresses the subject only partially, from a human resource, information
systems or practitioner perspective, this is the first textbook to bring together and integrate all these dimensions.
Knowledge Management: An Integrated Approach is centred around five parts of the knowledge cycle - discovering
knowledge, generating knowledge, evaluating knowledge, sharing knowledge and leveraging knowledge. The blEND of
theory and practice makes this the ideal resource for students studying knowledge management courses within business
management, information science and computer science degrees at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels. Key
features bull; bull;The first truly integrated approach to knowledge management offers the student the most realistic and
complete perspective. bull;Case studies and vignettes from a range of sectors and organisations illustrate the theory in
practice. bull;The comprehensive coverage offers an accessible bridge between disciplines for students and practitioners
in the fields of human resource management, information systems and strategic management. bull;Chapters on
intellectual capital and the philosophy of knowledge demonstrate the breadth of coverage from the evolution of the
subject area to the leading edge of contemporary research. bull;Learning outcomes, exercises and questions for further
thought stimulate the reader and encourage them to reflect on their learning. 'This is an excellent book which manages to
combine a consideration of the philosophy of knowledge with the practical discussion of what it means to 'manage
knowledge' in an organisational context. The book integrates many disparate strands from the literature and in doing so
provides a comprehensive and coherent coverage of this emerging area.' Professor Sue Newell, Trustee Professor,
Department of Management, Bentley College, USA 'This book provides a very useful summary of key works and current
debates in the fields of organisational learning and knowledge management. It will be of value both to new students and
to experienced scholars who are looking for a succinct overview of the field.' Professor Mark Easterby-Smith, Professor
of Management Learning, School of Management, Lancaster University, UK and Chair, British Academy of Management
Dr Ashok Jashapara is an internationally recognised expert in the field of knowledge management and Chair of the
Knowledge Management Research Group at Loughborough University. He has considerable consultancy experience in
Europe and the United States and has recently completed a knowledge management assignment for the United Nations
in the Far East. He is Senior Lecturer in Knowledge Management in the most prestigious and highly rated information
science department in the UK. He has published widely in leading books and journals and has won a number of awards
for his writing.
Basic Japanese: A Grammar and Workbook comprises an accessible reference grammar and related exercises in a
single volume. This book presents 25 individual grammar points, covering the core material which students would expect
to encounter in their first year of learning Japanese. Divided into two parts, the first part outlines fundamental
components of Japanese including the writing system, pronunciation, word order, particles and conjugation patterns,
while the second part builds on this foundation by introducing basic grammatical patterns organised by the task they
achieve. Grammar points are followed by contextualised examples and exercises which allow students to reinforce and
consolidate their learning. Key features include: clear, accessible format many useful language examples transliteration
of all examples jargon-free explanations of grammar abundant exercises with full answer key subject index. Basic
Japanese is suitable both for class use and independent study making it an ideal grammar reference and practice
resource for both beginners and students with some knowledge of the language.
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